Dean of Lancaster University
Management School

Lancaster University is an established and thriving UK university with a world-class reputation for excellence in research and teaching. Consistently ranked among the top 20 in all three major UK university league tables, Lancaster continues to build a growing reputation both nationally and internationally.

The role of Dean of Lancaster University Management School (LUMS) offers an exciting opportunity to drive forward a school renowned for its undergraduate, postgraduate and doctoral education, and its engagement with SMEs and the regional economy across the North West. LUMS is a signatory of the United Nations supported initiative Principles of Responsible Management Education. The school was awarded the Athena Swan Bronze Award in 2021 and is committed to promoting an inclusive, sustainable and responsible future.

LUMS is among an elite group of global business schools to be quadruple-accredited by AACSB, EQUIS, AMBA and the Small Business Charter. Its undergraduate and postgraduate programmes are ranked regularly among the best in the UK and the world. The Financial Times and the Economist Which MBA? rankings place the Lancaster full-time MBA among the top 100 globally, with the FT ranking the Lancaster MBA second in the world for the teaching of Corporate Strategy.

LUMS continues to produce the type of world-leading research that it gained recognition for in the most recent Research Excellence Framework (REF 2014). LUMS was ranked first out of 101 UK business and management schools for research power, with 80% of its research ranked world-leading or internationally excellent, and first for the number of research active staff. Its research environment was ranked equal first and achieved a perfect score, showing LUMS to be a leading UK research-intensive management school.

Saxton Bampfylde Ltd is acting as an employment agency advisor to Lancaster University on this appointment.

For further information about the role, including details about how to apply, please visit www.saxbam.com/appointments using reference WAEOE.

Alternatively, telephone +44 (0)20 7227 0880 (during office hours).

Applications should be received by noon on Friday 25 February.